Featuring a NEW and IMPROVED Dispensing System

REMOTEGARDS

™

Your remote control is a major germ hub. Remote controls encounter several hands by previous hotel guests, that have probably sneezed
and coughed numerous times a day. Besides the unpleasant thought of sticky, germ-ridden hands, you need to remember they have
bounced around the couch, been placed on dirty nightstands, tables, fallen on the dirty floor, and even more disgusting, have been
touched while guests eat in front of the T.V. Clueless habits of previous guests and their cleanliness make remote controls a top concern for
hotel safety. We are now becoming more aware of our surroundings and the everyday items we use. Cleanliness of the items in your hotel
room will now become more important and will be part of your mindset the next time you check into a hotel.
Remotegards™ disposable protective remote-control sleeve covers are a single-use universal plastic sleeve that fits comfortably over most
T. V., DVD, and Smart Device. It limits cross-contamination for every single use. This new remote control bag offering comes in a new
dispensing case designed to eliminate additional costs for accessories, such as a bag holder. Each bag comes in a saddle pack that can
be placed in the slots that are in the case the bags are shipped and packaged in which makes it an easy-to-dispense system.
These remote-control covers offer an easy-to-use protection that is inexpensive and easily convenient. Remotegards™ disposable protective
remote-control sleeve covers offer an additional safety measure in hotel rooms, maintaining high standards for you and your guests.

SEGMENTS

APPLICATIONS

•Ideal for Hotels/Motels

•Silverware

•Casinos

•Beer keg handles

•Hospital Rooms/Medical
Environment

•Yogurt dispensing
handles
•Slot machine handles

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•Reduces cross contamination between
guests
•Single-Use
•Universal fit to any remote control
•Easy to apply and remove
•Protects the Remote-Control Surface
against scratches and repairs

New Dispensing System

•Reduces cleaning time
•High Transparency
•Easy Self-Dispensing
REMOTEGARDS™
HGI #

Item Description

Size (In.)

Color

Case Qty.

303679501

REMOTEGARDS™ · 10/200

4 x 10.75

Clear

2,000

410601395 PS-1395 HGI REMOTEGARDS POS
410701395 KT-1395 HGI REMOTEGARDS KIT
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